The holographic boundary projection method for the study of vacuumpolarization caused thermal aspects is extended to double cone localized algebras. As in the previous case of wedge algebras, this algebra in its restricted vacuum state is identical to its holographic projection onto its causal horizon and can be approximated from the inside in analogy to the thermodynamic limit approximation. The spectrum of the modular "Hamiltonian" of each approximand is discrete and converges against the desired continuous modular Hamiltonian. In the correspondence to the standard thermodynamic limit two of the length dimensions of the volume factor correspond to the transverse extension (the area factor l 2 ) of the holographic projection and the remaining third dimension passes to the inverse of the lightlike distance ε of the approximand from its limit; hence altogether the localization entropy behaves as l 2 × 1 ε with the proportionality constant being determined by the holographic matter content. The inverse relationship used the conformal equivalence between short and long distances in an essential way.
1 ε with the proportionality constant being determined by the holographic matter content. The inverse relationship used the conformal equivalence between short and long distances in an essential way.
The result leads to a fresh look at the problematization of black hole entropy.
Various attempts to define localization entropy
The traditional way to incorporate statistical mechanics into relativistic quantum field theory consists in the adaptation of the Gibbs formula to a boxquantized canonically formulated model of QFT. The Poincaré symmetry (with spontaneously broken Lorentz invariance) is then recovered in the V → ∞ thermodynamic limit where the analytic KMS condition replaces the Gibbs formula. Extensive quantities as the energy and the entropy diverge, while typically their corresponding volume densities stay finite. If the box quantization would have been done in the vacuum (ground) state, the energy and entropy would of course vanish and the representation of the field algebra in the global thermal KMS state would correspond to another folium from that of the ground state 1 . Whereas the global vacuum representation is "quantum mechanical" i.e. admits pure states which correspond to minimal projectors in the global vacuum algebra (which in the Murray von Neumann classification of operator algebras amounts to type I), there are no pure states at all in the thermodynamic limit representation and it turns out that the algebra is of hyperfinite type III 1 [2] [3] .
This approach undergoes significant changes if one abandons the somewhat artificial box approach and uses from the start the setting of open systems [1] i.e. considers suitably defined compactly localized subalgebras as the analogs of QFT in a quantization box. In that case (even in the absence of thermal fluctuations caused by the coupling to a heat bath) the vacuum fluctuations which are inexorably linked with sharply localized causal boundaries (horizons) of local subalgebras, are well-known to lead to thermal manifestations. In fact the operator algebra which emerges from the restriction of the vacuum state to a local subalgebra is of the same type as the above thermodynamic limit algebra [3] . Hence it is not surprising that the mathematical setting which describes this thermal manifestation is that of the modular Tomita-Takesaki theory in the setting of operator algebras which was developed in close relationship with the physical Haag-Hugenholz-Winnink framework [1] of quantum statistical mechanics of open systems. The main physical distinction between both situations is the nature of the generator of the modular group (the modular Hamiltonian). In the global heat bath setting at inverse temperature β the modular group generator of the global algebra with respect to the thermal state (A, Ω β ) is identical to the time component of the translation operator which is related to the ordinary Hamiltonian; whereas the modular group generator for an O-localized subalgebra relative to the vacuum state (A(O), Ω) has generally no geometric interpretation (exception: O = wedge ) in terms of a spacetime diffeomorphisms. The only exceptional case is the wedge region in which case the modular Hamiltonian is the Lorentz-boost. As a result, a direct physical interpretation in terms of observable manifestations (and even more so a concrete physical realization) of modular generators (if possible at all) requires the realization of extreme conditions on the part of the observer; even in the most favorable case of a wedge region the realization remains at best a gedankenexperiment. This latter case is also the only case outside of curved spacetime which can be analyzed and solved by elementary means, as was done by Unruh in terms of a family of uniformly accelerated observers [4] . The uniform acceleration reduces the causally accessible part of the original Minkowski world to that of a spacetime (Rindler) wedge i.e. the accelerated observer cannot causally communicate with the trans-wedge regions and hence suffers a loss of information.
This begs the question whether such a localization behind a causal horizon (e.g. the part of the upper lightfront which bounds the wedge region) also comes with the other concepts known from the standard heat bath thermal behavior as e.g. entropy and possibly fundamental thermodynamic laws in which this entropy plays a role [7] . It has been known for some time that KMS states fulfill an abstract form of the second law. In terms of the modular group generator K the KMS condition for (A(O), Ω) leads to the following inequality [5] 
∆ it = e −iKt , AΩ e −K BΩ = B * Ω |1| A * Ω , A, B, U ∈ A(O)
Here the second line contains the definition of the modular generator in terms of the modular unitary ∆ it as well as the KMS relation in a form which is appropriate for the derivation of the inequality in the first line (based on x ≥ 1 − e −x ). The interpretation of the first inequality in the case where K = H (the generator of time translations) and E K = E is that in a process where an external localized force only acts for a finite time (leading to the net result of the unitary action with a unitary from the localized algebra) energy can not be extracted (E < 0) without a permanent change of the external conditions. In other words the KMS property excludes the construction of a perpetuum mobile or any equivalent formulation of the second fundamental thermodynamic law [5] . Hence the KMS property always secures its validity also for vacuum-polarization caused thermality. The problems start if one wants to go beyond this structural principle and convert this stability statement into the more standard setting of an entropy function with the aim to obtain the second fundamental law in the well-known quantified form classical thermodynamics.
The root of this problem is that in the very nature of sharply localized algebras in QFT (as opposed to the vacuum representation of the global algebra of which they are subalgebras); they present a conceptual obstruction against a direct definition of an entropy function. A priory even the assignment of an infinite entropy is meaningless. One rather needs physically distinguished approximations by ordinary quantum mechanical (type I ∞ ) algebras. It is important to understand that this problem cannot be blamed (as it is often done) on the usual ultraviolet divergencies one encounters in the standard perturbative approach in terms of pointlike (necessarily short distance-singular) field coordinatizations as it is often incorrectly stated. The problem is linked to the conceptual foundations of local quantum physics and pervades all quantum spacetime treatments of black holes (including string theory as long as the latter is capable to describe such localized objects). It is present for global algebras in the KMS thermal representation since, as mentioned before, the associated operator algebra (constructed with the GNS procedure) is of the same unique Murray-von Neumann hyperfinite type III 1 [6] ; one only returns to the quantum mechanical algebra type I ∞ at zero temperature. In that case we know the cure for the lack of a direct definition which simply consists in approximating the global algebra in its thermal state representation (A glob , Ω β ) by a sequence of thermal box-quantized systems (A V , Ω V β ) which is nothing but the thermodynamic limit construction. For a box system in a Gibbs state defined in terms of a discrete spectrum Hamiltonian H V there is no problem; the Gibbs state on the type I ∞ box algebra A V has the KMS property with well-defined entropy 2 and is furthermore in the same folium as the ground state representation (A V , Ω V ). In that case we know that although one cannot assign a finite entropy to the system (A glob , Ω β ), it is still possible to obtain a quantity which serves a similar purpose in form of a volume density.
From a conceptual point of view this treatment leaves something to be desired since the boxed systems manifestly violate the cherished Poincaré symmetries and corresponds conceptually and mathematically to different systems for each box size. The open system point of view [1] is more agreeable, since there the approximating sequence is formed as subsystems inside a fixed infinitely extended global system and hence the local covariance properties are manifestly maintained. But as often in particle physics, what appears conceptually more natural turns out to be technically quite a bit more demanding [9] . Practitioners may consider this emphasis on concepts as unnecessarily pedantic, but here we are interested in a good analogy of the heat bath situation to the notion of vacuum-polarization-caused localization-entropy where it pays to be a bit more meticulous than usual.
In the special case of conformal QFT it is possible to make a compromise between these two viewpoints [10] [11] . The reason is the existence of the conformal compactification which in addition to the standard translation-Hamiltonian generates the so called conformal Hamiltonian; in the case of chiral models this is the well-known generator L 0 of the Moebius rotations. In fact there exists a scaled sequence of rotational generators which converges against the translational Hamiltonian; in the chiral case (which is the only one we will use) we find
The rotational sequence L R 0 which converges for R → ∞ against H is interpreted as the analog of the box (interval of size R) system but no as a subsystem of the infinitely extended global system on the lightray (which in its heat bath thermal representation does not permit a compactification). Thus for a chiral system in a heat bath thermal state the thermodynamic limit entropy can be computed as [11] [12]
where the large "temperature" limit which corresponds to R → ∞ (dual to the small temperature limit) for the chiral partition function has been used. The entropy density on the lightray line in the (global) thermodynamic limit (T L) is simply s loc = lim R→∞ s loc (R)/R. How can we learn anything from this thermodynamic limit computation for our case of localization entropy? Still in the chiral situation, our problem would be to associate a localization entropy to the representation of the representation obtained by restricting the vacuum to the chiral subalgebra A(I) i.e. (A(I), Ω res ). Although the structure of this representation is identical to that of a global heat bath representation (both representations are of hyperfinite type III 1 ) there is at first no natural isomorphism insight. Surprisingly there does exist such a connecting map in low dimensional conformal QFT; its construction has been published under the heading: Looking beyond the Thermal Horizon: Hidden Symmetries in Chiral Models [13] . What it actually means is that the global heat bath representation in low dimensional conformal QFTs permits an extension into its "thermal shadow region"
3 . In other words the heat bath thermal state may be viewed as the restriction of the vacuum representation on a larger algebra to a local subalgebra; the original thermal algebra in this new description is nothing but an analog of the Unruh wedge situation. This coalescence of a translational heat bath representation with a vacuum restricted interval representation whose modular Hamiltonian is a dilation (the one fixing the two end points) is the key to the definition of a localized thermodynamic limit (LT L). Following through this equivalence for the calculation of localization entropy of (A(I), Ω res ) we obtain
But how to go about a 4-dim. realistic massive QFT? It is precisely at this point where the concept of holographic projection enters in an essential way. This concept has been presented in the special context of the representation obtained by restricting the global vacuum state to a wedge-localized algebra (A(W), Ω res ). As a result of extended timelike causality this algebra is identical to that localized on its upper (or lower) causal horizon H(W)
where Hor(W) is half a lightfront. Although the two algebras are globally identical, their natural spacetime subalgebra structure is very different; in the first case the subalgebras are localized in causally complete subregions of the ambient region W, the subregions of Hor(W) are regions on the lightfront (the holographic structure). In order to find a LTL approximation for the entropy, the right hand side is more appropriate because one can show that there are no vacuum fluctuations in the transverse direction so that the thermal manifestation comes solely from the vacuum polarization in the direction of the lightray.
In fact in the description of the right hand side the algebraic structure is that of a transverse extended chiral algebra. This means that extensive quantities as energy or entropy behave as (transvere area)×(lightray−localization−entropy) .
In this form we can apply the LTL limit to the lightray degrees of freedom which leads to the desired result for the entropical area density
From its derivation it is clear that (4) as well as (6) can only be taken seriously in the asymptotic sense ε → 0. A better approach which also would give answers for finite distances is the split construction which will be explained below. The article is organized as follows. In the next section I will recall the wedge situation in some more detail, in particular there will be a brief review of the conceptual setting of lightfront holography. The main point of the third section is to provide an argument in favor of the independence of the area law from the geometric form of the horizon of a causally complete region. This is done by studying the thermal aspects following from the modular structure of double cone algebras (where some computational details have been deferred to an appendix). The last section attempts to problematize the issue of quantum gravity by contrasting the results on localized quantum matter with the equally rigorous differential geometric results of black hole mechanics.
In the remainder of this section an attempt is made to familiarize the reader with some concepts from modular theory which are of relevance for the later construction of the approximating finite entropy systems. Although it is presently not possible to use them directly in computations, there is no doubt that they will play an important role in the problematization of localization-entropy in the black hole setting.
Modular theory associates to a "standard" pair (A, Ω) of an operator in a Hilbert space and a vector Ω on which it acts in a cyclic and separating (the only annihilator of Ω in A is the zero operator) a (one-parametric) unitary modular group ∆ it and an antiunitary idempotent operator J which result from the densely defined closable antilinear Tomita S-operator by polar decomposition according to
where the second line contains in addition to the polar decomposition formula also the two main statements of the Tomita-Takesaki theory: the Ad action of the modular unitary defines the modular automorphism of A and the modular inversion J defines an antiunitary isomorphism onto the commutant (thus showing that in a standard situation the algebra is antiisomorph with its commutant, which excludes the irreducibility of a standard situation). Certain aspects of the spectrum of the modular group determine the "type" (isomorphism class) of the operator algebra. (for type III 1 the spectrum of the infinitesimal generator is purely continuous). From case studies and general structural arguments one knows that the local algebras of QFT are isomorphic to the unique hyperfinite type III 1 ; furthermore they are standard with respect to the vacuum (the Reeh-Schlieder property). The global algebras of QFT are of type I ∞ but they loose this quantum mechanical property in thermal states and acquire the same algebraic structure as the local algebras namely hyperfinite type III 1 . Whereas the commutant in the heat-bath thermal situation remains an abstract thermal shadow world, the commutant in the localized vacuum situation is geometric and in typical cases equal to the algebra of the causal disjoint (Haag duality). The only case in which the modular group acts geometrically on the global algebra of QFT (independent of the particular model) is the wedge situation (A(W), Ω res ); there are however many "partially geometric" situations in which the reference state is different from the vacuum and the corresponding modular group acts diffeomorphically if restricted to the subalgebra. The sharp physical distinction between global heat bath situations and local algebras in the restricted vacuum becomes blurred in the low-dimensional conformal setting. As explained before the close relation between the two leads to the LTL formula (4) in which a length power of the standard volume factor goes into its inverse; the equivalence of short and long distances being a hallmark of conformal invariance. For the use of this insight for realistic non-conformal situations one needs in addition the concept of holography which will be presented in the next two sections. Let us finally close this section with some remarks on the split property and closely related previous attempts to generalize the notion of entropy beyond the time-honored von Neumann entropy definition.
There are several candidates for such a definition with a similar physicalintuitive content. One attempt employs the framework of the Connes-NarnhoferThirring entropy [14] [17] which is a kind of relative entropy [15] [16]; it associates (adapted for the present purpose) to an inclusion of two localized algebras and a state ω denoted as (A ⊂ B, ω) an entropy H B (ω, A). The definition is such that in case of A = B being quantum mechanical type I ∞ it agrees with the von Neumann entropy where ω represented by a density matrix. A closely related idea which is based on the more restrictive assumption of a "split" inclusion (A ⊂ B, ω) is due to Doplicher and Longo [18] . This split property, which later turned out to be the consequence of a physical phase space degree of freedom behavior [30] in local quantum physics, gives rise to a functorially related type
where the second line specifies the localization properties of the algebras in terms of spatial geometric inclusions O ⊂Ô. The N (which can be explicitly written in terms of modular data [18] ) describes a sharply O-localized algebra A(O) surrounded by a halo of "fuzzy localization" which extends up toÔ in which the vacuum-polarization-"atmosphere" is permitted to thin out softly 4 .
The vacuum state ω restricted to the type I ∞ operator algebra N is a density matrix ρ(N , ω) (in terms of the tracial weight formalism) to which the von Neumann definition of the entropy may be applied ( [18] page 511). This split property is intimately linked with the notion of correlation-free product states. Its functorial construction starts from the assumption that the uncorrelated factor state (the split state)
is a normal state 5 (i.e. has natural continuity properties with respect to the involved operator algebras); such a state according to modular theory possesses a distinguished vector representative η ∈ P(A ∨ B ′ , Ω) in the natural cone associated with the algebra generated by A and B ′ and the vacuum i.e.
The properties of this vector lead to the unitary equivalence W of the vacuum representation of the algebra A ∨ B ′ with the tensor product representation A ⊗ B ′ on H ⊗ H; the functorially related type I ∞ factor algebra N turns out to be simply W (B(H) ⊗ 1)W * whereas P (Λ) = W (1 ⊗ P Ω ) is the projector onto the factor space N |η .
Here we used local commutativity of A and B ′ algebras in order to arrive at stochastic independence in the sense of existence of correlation-free product states. It is interesting to note that with a stronger notion of absence of correlation [31] one is able to characterize the commutativity of algebras in terms of existence of correlation-free states. This shows that local commutativity is inexorably linked with stochastic independence for causally disjoint observation i.e. that some form of relativistic causality is not an option. The split construction is very important to reconcile a KMS localization temperature with a finite localization entropy. But on the other hand it introduces an element of arbitrariness on the side of entropy since the resulting area law (see next section) depends on the size of the splitting "collar" and only the leading coefficient (6) is universal. This fits well with the notion of a "thermal atmosphere" which has been developed in connection with Hawking radiation 6 . But it also shows that localization entropy is a notion quite remote from rigid counting procedure.
In order to justify the existence of product states and the ensuing split property one must know something about the phase space density of degrees of freedom. It has been one of the early conjectures (first made by Haag and Swieca [1] ) that a QFT analog of the "finiteness of phase space cell per degree of freedom" in form of a compactness property may be useful in recovering certain quantum mechanical properties within QFT; in particular to get a better understanding of the completeness of a particle description (asymptotic completeness of scattering states). The H-S compactness property turned out to be too weak to lead to anything useful, but it focussed attention to an important problem. The situation changed significantly when almost two decades later Buchholz and Wichmann [8] found a very powerful strengthened form. The first check of this new "nuclearity property" was done in the context of free fields; its main support in the interacting case came from a careful analysis of the standard thermodynamic limit of Gibbs states on box-quantized finite volume systems. The nuclearity property led to a derivation of product states together with the split property which in turn provided the basis for successful constructions of open system KMS states in Wightman or Haag-Kastler setting of QFT defined by their vacuum properties [9] .
The hope that the nuclearity property could also lead to insight into thermal aspects of vacuum polarization in particular about localization entropy remained however unfulfilled up to the present day. On intuitive grounds (similarity with the surface aspect of vacuum polarization in the test-function formulation of Heisenberg's observation on charge fluctuation) one would expected to be able to at least show that the CNT-localization entropy H A(Ô) (ω, A(O)) or the Doplicher-Longo split entropy S(N, ω) = −trρ(N , ω)lnρ(N , ω) diverges weaker than the thermodynamic limit of a heat bath system where the divergence is collected into a volume e.g. [17] lim Λ→∞,|Λ|/|Λ|→1
where Λ andΛ is the fixed time spatial volume of the spacetime regions O and O. This would be the analog of the mentioned surface nature of Heisenberg's vacuum polarization dependence of partial charges. Despite serious attempts 7 such formulas have remained without rigorous derivation within the setting of nuclearity properties.
In the black hole-inspired literature on thermal aspects of gravitation one finds statements in which the area behavior of entropy is considered as a gravitycaused deviation from the normal volume proportionality; sometimes it is even attributed to a new principle of quantum physics called the "holographic principle" [20] . Although one can not exclude the emergence of new principles in a future quantum gravity theory, the kind of holography in this paper which makes the area behavior of localization entropy manifest does use new concepts of modular localization theory but none of these concepts amounts to a new fundamental principle.
Rigorous results on localization entropy are of course important for a structural understanding of QFT, independent of whether they have direct observable consequences or not. They are of special fundamental interest if one wants to depart from a solid local quantum physics basis in the quest to use black hole physics as a vehicle to move away from QFT in curved space time towards the still elusive quantum gravity. Although the present results are far from achieving such a goal, they contain two important messages which do not seem to have become the standard wisdom in the existing literature. One is the belief that the area behavior in itself is already a characteristic feature of quantum gravity. The present results rather show that this is a generic feature of localization entropy (in contradistinction to the standard heat bath entropy which has a volume dependence independently whether it is of classical or quantum origin). In a way this generic area dependence had to be expected on the account of the early history of vacuum fluctuations in the relation between current densities and conserved charges [7] ; in some articles [21] it is implicit even though at some crucial points it is treated as an additional assumption (justified on the basis of black hole physics).
The main part of this work consists in providing arguments that the leading behavior of the area density of localization entropy is independent of the localization region. After a brief review of the lightfront holography in the next section, we generalize these concepts in the third section to the double cone localization A(D) as a prototype for the general case of compact localization. The difficulty to overcome in that case is the lack of geometric properties of the modular data for (A(D), Ω). The analogy of the arguments to the light front case will be very helpful.
In the last section we use these results in order to further problematize the black hole entropy issue.
Localization-entropy of wedge algebras and lightfront holography
Some of the older contributions to QFT crumble under sharper conceptual and mathematical scrutiny, but usually they reveal a valuable leitmotiv which can be saved and strengthened by new insights. This certainly applies to the relation of the old "light-cone quantization" and the more recent lightfront holography. The correct leitmotiv in this case is that a spacetime description which is guided by the spacetime-encoding associated to a lightfront instead of that of the original ambient spacetime greatly facilitates certain aspects 8 . The misleading part of the old approach on the other hand is already apparent in the use of the word "quantization" which suggests that one is looking for at a quantum field theory which is differently quantized from the original one where in reality one only aims at a different spacetime-encoding of the original algebraic substrate. As a result of its vague point of departure, the old approach never attempted in any serious way to relate interacting lightcone fields to the original ambient ones. Even for free fields there are some fine points which "lightcone quantization" left open [12] . Whereas in the free case it is in a certain sense correct to say that the lightfront description results from the ambient one by "restriction to the lightfront", this restriction cannot be simply carried out in the correlation function; one rather needs to implement the restriction in the on-shell operator representation (including testfunction smearing for the technical details). Actually the mass-shell structure also helps for interacting fields, however in that case the so-called GLZ representation [22] of the Heisenberg fields in terms of an infinite series in the free incoming field creation/annihilation operators requires an enormous amount of dynamical insight which stands in gross imbalance with the leitmotiv of use the lightfront in order to simplify the dynamics.
The global appearance of such representation formulas points towards an important nonlocal aspect of lightfront holography. Whereas the lightfrontand the ambient-descriptions are local in their own right, the relation between the two is nonlocal; in fact it turns out that the relative nonlocal behavior is actually the prize to pay for the simplification of certain aspects. Although this connection has been studied in previous papers of the author and was recently reviewed in [7] , it did not receive much attention because the algebraic concepts on which it draws seem to be only known by a few experts who are familiar with the concepts in Haag's book (but do not seem to be interested in such mundane problems as lightfront QFT). So it may be helpful to the reader to present it again in a slightly different formulation.
The approriate setting which extends to the interacting case is the algebraic formulation where instead of pointlike field generators one passes to the net of local operator algebras which they generate [1] . The relation between the former and the latter resembles the relation between the coordinate-and the invariant-description in differential geometry; there are myriads of "field coordinatizations" which generate the same system of local operator algebras.
The starting point of lightfront holography is the identity of the wedgelocalized algebra with that of its (upper) horizon 5. For free fields one can use the above observation to prove this relation directly by using the rigorous test functions setting, or more indirectly and more elegantly by proving first a spatial analog within the Wigner one-particle theory [39] and afterwards using the functorial relation between subspaces and von Neumann subalgebras. It turns out to be valid in all dimensions, the only exceptional case are massless fields in d=1+1 where the data on the upper and lower horizon decuple into two independent chiral components. In the structural setting of interacting QFT 9 the relation 5 serves as a definition which draws its justification from the observation that it represents a limiting case of the timelike causal shadow ("primitive causality"); this correspond to the classical statement that data on Hor(W) (characteristic data) determine the data in its (past) ambient causal shadow W. Here the underlying philosophy is that even if it does not follow from the standard "axioms" there is a sufficiently large interesting class of local models for which it holds.
Note that the lightfront situation is very different from that of spacelike hypersurfaces. Only regions on the lightfront which have an infinite transverseand a semiinfinite lightlike-extension cast an ambient causal shadow, whereas regions which are finite in lightlike direction or which lack the full transverse extension do not have this property; this just illustrates the lack of even a local version of hyperbolicity. One must be careful to only require those algebraic analogs of causality properties which are also true in the setting of classical char-acteristic data. Hence at the start of implementation of lightfront holography one only knows the data 10 for certain noncompact regions and their ambient wedge-like counterparts which their characteristic shadow cast into the ambient spacetime. But using two concepts from modular theory 11 namely modular inclusions and modular intersections [23] [24] , one can build up the full net structure on the lightfront [34] . Whereas modular inclusions encode the longitudinal part of the lightfront symmetry group, modular intersections are important for the transverse structure and in particular they give rise to the Wigner little group of the lightray which is contained in the lightfront. These new structures constitute a significant conceptual enrichment of contemporary QFT. They are best understood as being extensions of an important theorem by Takesaki on the modular group of a subalgebra C ⊂ B which has a special position within an operator algebra B whose modular objects are assumed to be known. For the proof we refer the reader to the relevant literature. Here our main aim is to direct the attention of the reader to its central role in the modular localization approach. On the one hand it suggests an interesting extension by relaxing the assumptions and require only a half-sided compression of the smaller algebra i.e. σ t,B (C) ⊂ C for t<0. Under these circumstances the inclusion C ⊂ B is called "modular" 12 . In this case the two modular groups generate the simplest non-compact 2-dim. translation-dilation group where the translational generator is necessarily positive and the two algebras are necessarily of the standard local type i.e. of hyperfinite type III 1 . If the modular inclusion itself is "standard" i.e. the relative commutant C ′ ∩ B is standard relative to Ω, and this situation generates the full Moebius group. In fact the classification of standard modular inclusions is equivalent to the classification of chiral conformal QFTs. The before mentioned concept of modular intersection is closely related. In that case the included algebras are generated by intersecting two algebras C, B i.e. C ∩ B ⊂ C, C ∩ B ⊂ B are both modular. In the context of wedge algebras the first situation of modular intersections corresponds to B = A(W) and C = A(W a ) is obtained by a lightlike shift a of the wedge into itself W a ⊂ W. This generated the Moebius group symmetry and the localization structure in the lightray direction. The modular intersection in terms of wedges corresponds to C = A(Ŵ) whereŴ is a wedge which results from W by applying a special 10 Here "knowing algebraic data" means knowing the positions of their algebras A(O) within the global algebra B(H).
11 For a comprehensive presentation of the modular localization concept and its innovative power see the forthcoming publication [29] . 12 More precisely ±hsm (half-sided modular) if t ≶ 0.
Lorentz transformation which keeps the lightray fixed (a Wigner "little group" transformation) and tilts the edge of the wedge within the lightfront. Vice versa the modular intersection encodes informations about the Wigner little group associated with the lightray and it generates the localization structure in the transverse directions. Hence these modular concepts are crucial in order to understand the localization structure of the lightfront and to appreciate its rather non-local position with respect to the original ambient localization structure.
Altogether the lightfront inherits a 7-parametric subgroup of the Poincaré group [26] . But the holographic projection generates also new lightlike symmetry groups which have no geometric counterpart in the ambient setting. These new symmetries (symmetry-enhancing effect of holographic projection onto the horizon [28] ) are the result of the fact that the holographic net turns out to be a transverse extended lightlike chiral theory.
The great gain of the holographic spacetime indexing is that there are no vacuum fluctuations in the transverse direction; the holographic projection has compressed all fluctuations into the lighlike direction. This is the crucial mechanism which results in the area law for extensive quantities as energy and entropy. It follows from the last assertion in the above Takesaki theorem which is the tensor factorization (the return of vacuum-fluctuation-free quantum mechanics) in the transverse direction 13 . As already mentioned, the absence of transverse vacuum-fluctuations is the reason why the original extensive quantities of the wedge permit a reformulation in terms of area densities on the horizon which then can be identified with analogs of the original quantities in an auxiliary chiral theory on a lightray [34] . What is less obvious but has been shown in the previous section is that the remaining chiral localization entropy contains the analog of the third power of the standard volume law in form of an inverse length (6) . This was the main content of the LTL formalism in the previous section.
The holographic simplification has its prize: the ambient theory (i.e. the holographic inverse) is not unique, unless one was able to write the holographic projection in terms of generators whose Poincaré transformation property is known (this is the case for factorizing models in d=1+1 if one writes the holographic projection in terms of Zamolodchikov-Fadddeev operators). But this is not a drawback for the calculation of extensive quantities as energies, and entropies of local algebras.
One should not hide that one cannot be entirely happy with the LTL formalism. Similar to the target space interpretation in string theory it rests on the geometric re-interpretation of temperature. Only the elaboration of the approach based on the split property can remove the remaining doubts, since only those modular concepts carry the intrinsic meaning of the finite (but arbitrary small) split distance ε which is the prerequisite to construct a one-parameter family of dynamical entropies s area (ε). This context-dependent concept of lo-calization entropy stands in an enigmatic contrast to the kinematic counting degree's of freedom (which ones?) in most black hole entropy discussions. A related issue on which the present setting casts some doubts is the "loss of information" problem. It is difficult to imagine that a formulation as the present one which obeys the prerequisites of the second fundamental law in the formulation of Pusz-Woronowicz can lead to paradoxical conclusions. Another issue is the tendency in the prevalent literature to be very rigid in the placement of the relevant degree's of freedom (either inside or on the boundary [19] ). The choice of the localization description (ambient or holographic) for the abstract algebraic substrate called "degrees of freedom" is really a matter of convenience 14 . It is an interesting question whether there could be circumstances under which the family of possible split distances does not go down to arbitrarily small distances but is rather bounded below by a minimal distance. According to Haag ([1] page 268) this happens when the system placed into a heat bath leads to the existence of a maximal (Hagedorn temperature). The prerequisite for something like this to occur is that the phase-space degree's of freedom behavior is worse than permitted by the Buchholz-Wichmann nuclearity criterion.
3 Holography for double cones, from fuzzy modular actions in the bulk to diffeomorphic actions on the horizon
In the setting of Minkowski space, i.e. without curvature, the wedge situation is the only (non-conformal) situation for which the modular group acts as a diffeomorphism on the causally enclosed bulk matter. The KMS property of the modular group and the area density of entropy are however expected to be equally valid if the modular flow is fuzzy. A typical such situation is that of a double cone-localized operator algebra which acts standardly on the vacuum. In case the theory describes massive particles the modular group of (A(D), Ω) the modular flow σ t cannot be described by geometric trajectories [32] [13] but is fuzzy inside (and in its causal complement) D in the following sense: a subalgebra A(D) ⊂ A(D) withD ⊂ D a smaller double cone suffers an instantaneous foamy explosion i.e. σ t (A(D)) for every t > 0 and a genericD inside D spreads instantaneous all over D in such a way that the image does not contain any localized subalgebra. Using Wightman's description in terms of smeared fields, the action of σ t can be transferred to the space of D-supported test functions, but a further encoding into the spacetime variables of the test function is not possible. It is expected [26] that for free massive fields such spreading can be described in terms of pseudo-differential generators which act on D-supported testfunction spaces, leaving the support and its causal disjoint invariant; but this remained an interesting conjecture.
In analogy to the wedge situation, we expect the holographic projection of A(D) to be a an extended chiral theory. The lower (upper) causal horizon of a e.g. rotationally symmetric D is a characteristic boundary which, if we place classical data on it, leads to a unique classical propagation inside D. For simplicity we take the lower horizon of a rotationally symmetric double cone of radius 1 which we center at the origin so that the (lower) horizon ∂D (+) becomes part of the mantle of the forward lightcone with the apex shifted down to (−1, 0) . If the double cone algebra A(D) would belong to a conformal QFT, the modular group of (A(D), Ω) would be identical the geometric conformal transformation in [36] . This situation has been recently analyzed in the spirit of a "conformal Unruh observer" [37] . Whereas the mathematics is straightforward, it seems that the authors stretch its physical aspect far beyond Unruh's Gedankenexperiment; conformal QFT is a useful idealization of certain particle physics observables in certain high energy limits for highly inclusive cross sections [38] but it becomes somewhat science fiction if used on the side of the observer and his/her hardware. The fuzzy modular action on the massive bulk prevents a geometric interpretation a la Unruh; it is hard to imagine what an observer must do in order to realize such a Hamiltonian with a two-sided spectrum and a fuzzy propagation.
Here we will use the double cone situation in order to investigate structural questions of (not necessarily conformal) QFT, in particular about localization entropy. The starting point is the algebraic identity
which is the local quantum physics version of the classical statement that the characteristic data on ∂D (+) ) fix uniquely the propagation inside D. For the algebra of free fields this can be shown similarly to [39] i.e. the problem can be reduced to the "first quantization" level of spatial modular theory within the Wigner representation setting. Viewing this as a limiting case of the timeslice (causal shadow cast by spacelike surfaces) property one simply takes this as the starting definition of holography for causally completed regions in the presence of interactions. As in the previous case of a wedge the main achievement of holography is that the lightlike boundary has a radically different local substructure of ∂D (+) as compared to D. A crucial difference is that the fuzzy action of the modular group on the bulk gives way to a geometric modular action on the boundary i.e. (appealing to the continuity of the modular action) the action becomes asymptotically geometric near the horizon ∂D (+) where it coalesces with the restriction of the action of the conformal modular group
where r + = r + t, t = r − 1, −1 ≤ r + ≤ 1 and the two angles parametrize the directions transverse to the light rays. In analogy to the wedge-localized situation the chiral Moebius group and the associated spacetime substructure of ∂D (+) results from the modular inclusion A(∂D
is a shortened part of ∂D (+) with −1 ≤ r + ≤ a < 1. Inverting the situation on the basis of property (11), the geometric boundary action would have a modular extension into the causal dependency bulk region D which only for conformal theories would remain geometric but for the more realistic case of massive matter content would be fuzzy. In terms of the pointlike Wightman setting fuzzyness would probably mean that the space of D-supported testfunction spaces suffers a transformation whose infinitesimal description is associated with nonlocal pseudo-differential kind 15 within D and in its causal complement. The holographic equation (11) implicitly fixes the action of σ t on A(D) and as long as one avoids questions concerning how σ t acts on the local substructure of D (i.e. on smaller double cones inside D) it is sufficient to know the geometric action of the modular group on the holographic projection A(∂D (+) ). In fact one could encode the whole net structure of algebraic QFT into the associated holographic projections in the hope to render the modular group actions more geometric. Since the actions of the modular group on algebras localized in causally closed regions are uniquely fixed in terms of the representation structure of the Poincaré group [33] [29] , it would be highly desirable to have a proof of consistency between the holographic definition and the one in terms of algebraic intersections starting from the geometric modular action on wedge algebras.
In analogy to the upper lightfront horizon for the wedge we take the mantel of the upper backward lightcone as the causal horizon of a double cone. Haag duality then localizes the commutant in the backward causal shadow cast by the extension of the lightcone to infinity in positive time direction. In this way the horizon ∂D (+) of the double cone becomes encoded into the interval −1 ≤ r + ≤ 1 of a transverse extended chiral theory. The situation is similar to the wedge situation except that the action of the modular group on the bulk is fuzzy and that the transverse part is a compact angular region instead of a infinite Cartesian extension. The same theorem which in the wedge case [7] assures the absence of transverse vacuum fluctuations (Tomita's theorem on the structure of subalgebras and their relative commutants which are left invariant by the modular group of the larger algebra). In the wedge case these were the transverse finitely extended subalgebras whose boundaries consistent of pencils of parallel lightrays whereas for double cones these are regions of finite ϕ, ψ angular extension which are bounded by focussing lightrays 16 . In the latter case the manifest subsymmetries coming from the Poincaré group is much smaller as in the wedge case (it includes the transverse ϕ, ψ rotations) but again there is a gain from the conformal subsymmetries which as a result of (11) also act in a fuzzy manner on the ambient algebra. The results for the characteristic boundary algebras of double cones in case of massive free fields 15 A investigation along the line started in [32] could be helpful to clarify this issue at least for free fields and strengthen the confidence that the propagation equation associated with the "modular Hamiltonian" is a nonlinear pseudo-differential equation (assuming that the interacting field under consideration obeyed a local equation of motion). 16 In both cases the algebras associated with the region between two light rays are totally "fuzzy" in the sense of the ambient spacetime indexing. They are born in the process of intersections and their possible pointlike field coordinatization cannot be done (apart from free fields) in terms of the ambient Borchersclass. 
We view this as a geometric limitation on the fuzziness of modular propagation imposed by the geometric modular inclusion of the holographic projections to the (lower) horizon together with the causal shadow identity (11) The partial extension of the ambient Poincaré symmetry to certain fuzzy acting conformal symmetry is a new interesting of the modular setting. It seems to be part of a wider story of modular symmetries which act as local diffeomorphisms on subalgebras [11] where the case of subalgebras indexed by subregions on horizons is certainly the most radical situation. In the appendix we will present an argument which shows that for free fields the holographic restriction to the lower horizon of the double cone leads to a generalized chiral structure with no vacuum fluctuation in the transverse angular direction.
A new problematization of black hole entropy
Gravity and in particular the properties of black holes provide presently by far the strongest physical motivations for studying thermal aspects of modular localization and in particular localization-entropy. Apart from Unruh Gedankenexperiment and their black hole analogs in other areas of physics, the only known context in which the fleeting vacuum fluctuation on causal horizons can be fixed (outside gedankenexperiments) is through sufficiently strong gravitational curvature as envisaged in black hole collapse of stars. On the classical level one finds the fundamental laws of black hole mechanics which have a striking analogy with the fundamental laws of thermodynamics (for a critical review see [43] ); this is in fact where the idea of an area proportional entropy arose. Indeed most theoretical attempts were directed at finding a statistical quantum mechanics explanation.
In this article I have tried to approach the problem in the opposite direction. The area behavior of extensive quantities in the vacuum state restricted to causally complete regions (as a consequence of absence of transverse vacuum fluctuations in their holographic projection) is an intrinsic structural property of local quantum matter and requires no support from Bekenstein's black hole based area law. It represents the thermal counterpart of Heisenberg's old observation that in approaching conserved global charges as spatial limits of integrated charge densities (partial charges) one must control the vacuum fluctuation in a neighborhood of the boundary which became formulated in terms of smearing with finitely supported test functions 17 after the distribution theoretical singular nature of fields and currents was clearly recognized in the early 50s. The discovery of the thermal nature of Hawking radiation as well as that in the Unruh Gedankenexperiment combined with new insights coming from the algebraic formulation of quantum field theory [1] made physicist aware about the existence of a general and deep connection of localization in local quantum physics with thermal physics (with or without the presence of gravitationally caused curvature).
An important concept in linking the entropy aspect of black holes with the Hawking thermal radiation is the modular theory of operator algebras and its physical adaptation, the modular localization theory. It leads to a vastly more general realm of quantum area behavior of extensive quantities as entropy than the differential geometric area laws of black hole mechanics which are limited to classical field theories of the type of the Einstein-Hilbert model of gravity. The relevant modular Hamiltonian in the Schwarzschild black hole case is the generator of the Schwarzschild time translation. There is no question that the entropy must be associated to that modular Hamiltonian 18 or one of its split versions. The dilemma one faces if one wants to be at the same time in agreement with the classical Bekenstein law is that the geometrical aspect on which its classical derivation relies are just those properties which force the modular Hamiltonian K to have a continuous spectrum and hence lead to the diverging 1 ε factor. It does not help to invoke a breakdown of the pointlike localization picture of standard local QFT as proposed in [44] . Any theory which permits to talk about wedge-localization (or black-hole localization), pointlike local or not, will lead to the dilemma; on the other hand if the authors of the nonlocal proposal would go so far and throw any kind of global localization and the associated localization region-preserving diffeomorphisms they would saw off the branch from which they have started their entropy discussion. Any quantum theory which permits localization in this more global sense leads to the entropy results of the previous sections.
A conservative Ansatz for a problematization of black hole entropy which bypasses the mentioned dilemma but does not want to abandon the classical results would try to go beyond the geometric modular Hamiltonians and look for a reconcilation within the family of split Hamiltonians. Indeed it is very easy to see that a split value ε of the order of the Planck length would lead (apart from the dependence on the holographic matter content) to such an agreement with the Bekenstein result. This is somewhat similar to Jacobson's derivation [21] of Einstein-Hilbert type classical gravity theories from a combination of a local version of the Unruh effect with the imposition of an area behavior of the entropy function i.e. a kind of inverse Bekenstein argument. Closely related in its use of classical concepts is a recent argument [46] which, if one could only remove the Euclideanization assumption, would be an elegant derivation of classical general relativity from assumptions about the boundary structure of its action.
Although such attempts are able to select a distance ε of the order of the Planck length, they do not seem to reveal anything about a quantum mechanism for such a selection since a classical theory cannot tell local quantum physics how to to select. Perhaps some progress in the understanding of more details about the split formalism (in particular details concerning the physical properties of the split atmosphere) could give some hints. Nevertheless the split setting is conceptually preferable to the standard attempts at implementing a cutoff energy by cutting momentum space integrations in a Euclidean functional integral. As long as one does not know what happens to the very subtle Euclidean reflection positivity one cannot be sure that such manipulations are consistent with the setting of quantum theory [41] . In fact ever since the interest in nonlocal QFT arose in the 1950s there has not been a single physically consistent (Poincaré-invariance, cluster properties, macro-causality) proposal [45] . In contrast the split distance is a distance within the given theory and the existence of a minimal distance is related to its phase space properties. The amount of care one needs in order to avoid the potential pitfalls in the entropy problem are not so different from those pointed out recently in a very revealing paper of Hollands and Wald [47] in connection with the "cosmological constant problem". These authors stress the fact that the naive energy counting, as one would apply it to independent zero point quantum mechanical degrees of freedom, is not in agreement with local covariance 19 ; one should therefore not be surprised that calculations which are based on such a picture lead to abnormally large values of vacuum energy contributions. The situation with respect to localization entropy is similar. It is important to notice that the quantum mechanical intuition goes completely astray when (as a result of implementing local covariance) type III 1 factor algebras enter the scene. As for any factor algebra, the algebra together with its commutant generates the algebra of all operators in Hilbert space A ∨ A ′ = B(H), but the lack of tensor factorization in the type III case marks a sharp dividing line with quantum mechanics; the awareness about this difference is absolutely crucial for the understanding of the issue of localization entropy. A kinematical context-independent counting of modes is not the correct picture; more specifically any explanation which links the Hawking temperature state with a geometric Hamiltonian and claims finiteness of the corresponding entropy function should be considered with a mixture of interest and suspicion. This applies in particular to some of the string-based entropy calculations.
Great theoretical discoveries and innovations always came about in confrontation with existing principles. The most spectacular case is Einstein's special relativity where only the interpretation of the existing L-transformation formula had to be changed but the transformation formalism remained. In the case of quantum mechanics there was a intense conceptual struggle between the old Bohr-Sommerfeld quantum theory and the new Heisenberg-Born-Jordan quantum mechanic which led to a profound change of formalism. The FeynmanTomonaga-Schwinger-Dyson perturbative renormalization theory required cer-tainly (in addition to Kramers admonition that physical parameters should be distinguished from Lagrangian parameters) a lot technical innovations. But on the conceptual side it was a confirmation of Jordan's principles underlying his "Quantelung der Wellenfelder" and in this sense a very conservative innovation;. no new principle was added. Most theoreticians believe that the problem of making black holes fully consistent with quantum matter cannot be solved within the framework of QFT in curved spacetime. But if one has to jump into a "blue yonder" one should at least do this with the full conceptual equipment of local quantum physics in one's backpack and this certainly includes post Lagrangian methods as the modular setting used in this paper.
This points to a new very serious problem which is more sociological than intellectual. The present pressure for career-saving high impact parameters favors to place more effort into acclamation than in the successful art of obtaining progress by in-depth studies of potential contradictions and antinomies. The loss of the art of carrying contraditions to the breaking point together with lack of new experimental data certainly contribute to the present profound crisis in particle physics.
Although the conservative stance of the present work has little to contribute directly to this task, it is hard to imagine that a problematization of black hole entropy can be successful without taking notice of other ongoing surprising development on a pure quantum-algebraic level which points to a profound interrelation between spacetime geometry/symmetry, thermal aspects and the relative positioning of operator algebras in a shared Hilbert space. If one takes the liberty of calling the distinguished unique hyperfinite type III ∞ factor algebra which is inexorably associated with sharply localized operator algebras of local quantum physics simply a monade, then a recently established mathematical theorem (which asserts that a full-fledged QFT in Minkowski spacetime is encoded in the relative modular positioning of a finite number of copies of this monade 20 ) becomes a beautiful realization of Leibniz's viewpoint of the emergence of physical reality from the relation between monades [7] (instead of the standard Newtonian view of (quantum) matter enclosed in a fixed spacetime vessel). A theory which after more than 70 years of its existence still permits such a radically different viewpoint certainly cannot be considered as a closed framework.
The Leibniz philosophy already played a pivotal role in the birth of the classical general relativity were it was crucial for Einstein to overcome the pitfalls of the hole argument in his quest for a local covariant general relativity [49] ; in fact the most appropriate interpretation of the meaning of the terminology relativity is within Leibniz philosophical setting. For a long time it was not known how to formulate this principle in the setting of QFT in CST. The problem first showed up in connection with the energy-momentum tensor where in the presence of a general curved spacetime background the subtraction of the expectation value in some state guaranties finiteness but does not provide the correct local covariant answer. The solution of this problem by Wald [51] gave rise to generalizations to perturbatively interacting matter [52] and led to the formulation of a new beautiful quantum local covariance principle [50] in which a QFT is not an object living on one particular spacetime manifold but rather takes on a functorial role of placing an abstract algebraic substrate (e.g. an abstract CCR (=Weyl) or CAR algebra) onto all globally hyperbolic manifolds at once. The key question of this extension of the meaning of QFT is whether every QFT which exists in the standard (Wightman, Haag-Kastler) way on Minkowski spacetime also permits such a transplantation to more general spacetime.
There are indications that in low-dimensional models the aforementioned modular-supported monade picture can be generalized 21 to curved space time. Whether the solution of the problems behind the thermal manifestations of black holes require a revolutionary jump or whether one should explore new viewpoints for implementing known principles is presently not known, but I do believe that the black hole entropy problem should be considered as part of the indicated bigger picture. The main aim of this article was to point out that there is a considerable amount of unexplored space for radical interpretative changes within QFT which is beyond the standard Lagrangian quantization approach.
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5 Appendix: Double cone holography for the massive free field
The arguments follow the same line as for the lightfront horizon. The restriction of the free scalar field to the mantle of the forward lightcone is obtained by parametrizing the free field in the spacelike region of the apex of the lightcone taking the limit from spacelike directions i.e.
A(x) = 1 (2π) 
t = r + shχ, r = r + chχ, p 0 = mchθ, | p| = mshθ, p = | p| e
In order to maintain A(x) finite limit if r + → 0 it is necessary to compensate in θ ≥ 0 by writing θ = θ c +θ and to cancel the large ρ-limit in r + = e −ρ → 0 with the large θ c behavior. As for the analog case of the lightfront [12] the m looses its role of a physical mass and passes simply to a dimension-setting parameter whose contribution to the two-point function is simply an additive logarithmic spacetime-independent constant. The additive decomposition in the momentum space rapidity does not change the algebraic structure and the limit becomes indistinguishable from the formula for a restriction of a massless free field to the mantle of the forward light cone A(r(χ), e( x)) = lim r+→0 A(x) ≃ e ir(χ)p(θ)(1−cosϑ) a * (θ, e( p)) dθ 2 dΩ + h.c. ≡ A m=0 (x)| mantle (15) a * (θ, e), a(θ ′ , e ′ ) = 1 2 δ(θ −θ ′ )δ(e − e ′ )
[A(r, e( x)), A(r ′ , e( x ′ ))] ≃ ∞ −∞ dp 2p e ip(r−r
where we have denoted the x-space angular behavior by the spatial unit vector e( x) in order to distinguish from its momentum space counterpart e( p); r(χ) = e χ denotes the affine lightcone parameter corresponding to the x-space rapidity χ. As in the lightfront case the longitudinal part has an infrared divergence which in a proper testfunction treatment (involving functions which decrease at |χ| → ∞ in the x-space rapidity variable χ. The transverse factor is of a quantum mechanical δ-function nature and expresses the absence of transverse fluctuations. From this result one concludes that for a free field the lower horizon of the double cone in section3 supports an algebraic structure which is identical to (15) except with the apex now being at (-1,0) A(r(χ), e( x)) ≃ e ip(θ)(r−1−rcosϑ) a * (θ, e( p)) dθ 2 dΩ + h.c., −1 < r = thχ < 1 (16) If we shorten the height of the conic section we obtain an inclusion of boundary algebras.
The consistency of this modular inclusion with the ambient causal shadow property (11) requires the modular group of the larger double cone algebra σ 
It would be nice to verify these consistency results by an explicit calculation of the relevant modular groups for the massive free field along the lines in [32] together with the conjectured pseudodifferential nature of the modular generator. The results for free fields lead to the conjecture in section 3.
